We propose AirPincher, a handheld pointing device for recognizing delicate mid-air hand gestures to control a remote display.
Introduction1 )
A large amount of effort has focused on replacing the traditional button-based interfaces with hand gestureaware devices to control remote displays more intuitively and interactively. The hand gesture recognition approaches are divided into two categories, i.e., glove-based and these approaches is that the resolution performance of distinguishing small gestures depends on the distance between a camera and a user.
In order to alleviate those drawbacks of both approaches for utilizing hand gestures as interfacing terminology, we consider using a new form factor, named AirPincher, in combination with Kinect. AirPincher here is allows a user to hold the device in one hand and to generate several finger gestures, e.g., pinching, rotating, etc., with a user's thumb, index and middle fingers of the holding hand. The close proximity between AirPincher and a user hand makes its resolution performance independent from the distance between a user and a remote display and allows for accommodating several delicate hand gestures.
In addition, the handheld devices are one of the common form factors for remote control and thus, we believe that it incurs less hesitation for use than glove-based devices.
We apply AirPincher for controlling a cursor on a remote We also assume that AirPincher is used together with Kinect located by a remote display. AirPincher here is responsible of detecting delicate hand gestures while Kinect monitors the positional transition of AirPincher.
In this paper, we experimentally find the comfortable size of the imaginary mid-air 2D plane for AirPincher.
Then, we evaluate two types of air pointing interfaces with AirPincher based on 2D plane to find out their tradeoffs over various conditions. Our experiments suggest appropriate configurations to use the proposed device.
Related Works
While various mid-air hand gestures have been studied as moving and selecting commands, the pinch gesture is found to have a number of attractive features[5-6]. Our hand is able to quickly bring a thumb and a forefinger together and apart and additionally, the tactile feedback from our pinch fingers makes us ensure whether the pinch is performed or not. It enables precise and stable interaction [7] . The pinch gestures have been used by various gesture command systems [5, 8] . plane, and 3D volume [4] . They experimentally showed that raycasting relying on small angular movement of a hand was fast but inaccurate. 3D volume was found to be expressive but slow and inaccurate. On the other hand, 2D plane was found to be appropriate as the air pointing interface in speed and accuracy.
Casiez et al. investigated control of display gain (CD gain) that affects the performance of pointing tasks. CD gain is defined as the ratio of the pointer velocity to device velocity. If CD gain is 1, the display pointer moves at exactly the same speed as the control device does. In this paper, we test different CD gains with AirPincher in order to search for an appropriate value for our purpose. 
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